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Motorcycle scissor jack harbor freight

This motorcycle lift has a foot-operated pump that allows you to easily lift motorcycles or small recreational vehicle hands free for service. Made of diamond plate steel, this motorcycle lift can easily lift up to half a ton! Features include retractable wheels for easy movement on the garage floor, 7 in. Wide tyre stop and
integrated foot lock for safe operation, making this motorcycle lift ideal for any biker or motorcycle mechanic who needs to tune their ride. Heavy-duty hydraulic pump lifts 1000 lb. maximum height of 29.5 inches. Diamond plate steel platform and rampManageable wheels and integrated foot lock for safe operationThis
positional tire vice opens at 6-1/8 in.7 in. wide tire stop Removable steel ramp with double mounting pins for safetyAccessible panel for easy operation of the pump in a lowered positionSized steel frame, front and rear lifting arm Lift and support most motorcycles and quads with this durable and easy-to-use lift. With an
extra wide base for stability and rubber grip washers to protect the vehicle frame, this ATV/motorcycle lift increases 1500 lb. maximum of 17 inches. High strength, lightweight aluminum constructionSize from 3-5/8 in. up to 17 inches. Saddle attachments add 2 in. maximum stroke height31-1/2 in. extra long handle for easy
liftingModates for safety All this steel motorcycle lift has a leg-activated pump so you can place or stabilize your bike or ATV as needed. This lift increases up to 16-3/8 inches and has a reduced height of 4-3/4 inches. Two 2-3/8 swivel wheels make manoeuvrability smooth and easy. Heavy-duty hydraulic pump lifts 1500
lb. maximum height of 16-3/8 inches. The rubber grip of the washer on the lift seat protects the frame of the motorcycleShemet, a low-profile base with swivel wheels with ball bearingFour lockable working height from 4-3/4 in. up to 16-3/8 in. Welded loops for use with tie-downsExtra long handle for easy lifting
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